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  Letter dated 10 May 2021 from the Permanent Representative of 

Armenia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 
 

 

 I am writing in connection with the remarks of the President of the General 

Assembly of the seventy-fifth session, Volkan Bozkir, in response to the intervention 

made by the delegation of Armenia during the interactive dialogue to commemorate 

and promote the International Day of Multilateralism and Diplomacy for Peace, which 

was held by the General Assembly on 5 May 2021.  

 While the question posed by the Armenian delegation focused specifically on 

the measures to strengthen the genocide prevention mechanisms of the United Nations 

and the efforts to address the rise of hate speech, incitement of violence and identity -

based crimes on ethnic and religious grounds, it appeared that Mr. Bozkir misused the 

interactive dialogue opportunity to deliver an irrelevant, unsolicited interpretation of 

the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.  

 Notably, the misplaced remarks of the President of the General Assembly must 

be seen in the context of the official politics of denying the occurrence of the genocide 

of the Armenian population in the Ottoman Empire consistently promoted by the 

government of Turkey, as demonstrated by the fact that Mr. Bozkir’s remarks came 

to be immediately publicized by the State-run news agencies of that country and 

framed in support of the official denialist narrative. 1 

 Clearly, Mr. Bozkir’s actions are incompatible with the code of ethics for the 

President of the General Assembly, which requires the President to perform his or her 

duties and responsibilities in an impartial and equitable manner, to refrain from 
__________________ 

 1  www.aa.com.tr/en/world/international-tribunal-must-determine-genocide-crime-says-unga-

head/2230771?fbclid=IwAR1pKyc0wHKIWkP777bz7UN5Oj12aZo2KI6kK-

7i1VVfbVVt4u2OfrcEAC0. 

https://www.aa.com.tr/en/world/international-tribunal-must-determine-genocide-crime-says-unga-head/2230771?fbclid=IwAR1pKyc0wHKIWkP777bz7UN5Oj12aZo2KI6kK-7i1VVfbVVt4u2OfrcEAC0
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/world/international-tribunal-must-determine-genocide-crime-says-unga-head/2230771?fbclid=IwAR1pKyc0wHKIWkP777bz7UN5Oj12aZo2KI6kK-7i1VVfbVVt4u2OfrcEAC0
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receiving or accepting instructions from any individual, governmental or 

non-governmental organization or group and to avoid any action that might result in 

or create the appearance of giving unwarranted preferential treatment to any State, 

organization or person or taking a preferential, biased or prejudged approach.  

 It is of particular concern that, while misusing the platform of the General 

Assembly to promote the position of his national government, Mr. Bozkir referred to 

the remarks made by the spokesperson for the Secretary-General during the media 

briefing on 22 April 2021 in an effort to validate the official narrative of the Turkish 

government. 

 In this regard, I trust the recurrence of such disturbing comments by United 

Nations officials can be prevented in the future, and that moving forward, the 

interpretations related to the Armenian Genocide in the Ottoman Empire and the 

process of its wider international recognition will be treated with the proper respect 

for the level of details stemming from the vast historical evidence, as well as the 

findings of the reports mandated by the United Nations, including: the report of the 

United Nations War Crimes Commission of 1948,2 which not only contains details of 

the Armenian Genocide but also refers to the massacres of the Armenian population 

in Turkey at the beginning of the First World War as a historic example of categories 

of “crimes against humanity” and a precedent to the Nuremberg Tribunals, and 

thereby as a precursor to the United Nations Genocide Convent ion; and the report of 

the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities of 

the United Nations Commission on Human Rights3 of 1985, which confirmed that the 

systematic Ottoman massacres of Armenians in 1915 without any question meet the 

criteria for the United Nations definition of genocide, as one of the genocides of the 

twentieth century. 

 I kindly ask that the present letter be circulated as a document of the General 

Assembly, under agenda items 4, 15, 70 and 135, and of the Security Council. 

 

 

(Signed) Mher Margaryan 

Ambassador 

Permanent Representative 

 

__________________ 

 2  E/CN.4/W.19. 

 3  E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/6. 

https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/W.19
https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/6

